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a b s t r a c t

The present work investigates qualitative and quantitative variability for rapid liquid chromatography–
mass spectrometry (LC–MS) analyses of tryptic digests of total mammalian cell lysate. Experimental
variability is characterized in a global manner across technical replicates using label-free quantification
software (DeCyder MS 2.0). The effects of a novel time-alignment algorithm are described. Although
effective to correct for retention time shifts the time-alignment tool adds only minute benefits for ultra
performance (UP)LC–MS data. In differential display experiments, quantitative changes down to 3.5%
of the experimental dynamic range could be accurately detected (p < 0.001). In 17 min analyses, almost
8500 peptide features were detected following injection of ∼1 �g of total cytoplasmic digest. Ion intensity
etention time alignment coefficient of variance were <15% for the majority (89%) of all detected peaks. Carry-over of double-charged
(tryptic peptide) species was very low (<0.26%). Although the number of peptides detected was highly
consistent across replicates, only 58% could be matched to all runs (n = 5). However, 90% matched to ≥3/5
runs, indicating the importance of replicate runs. The method presented allows high sample throughput
which is essential for clinical biomarker discovery. The results are highly encouraging, especially in light
of the dynamic range improvements that are presently becoming available on quadrupole time-of-flight

instruments.

. Introduction

In mass spectrometry-based discovery proteomics, the task of
rotein identification is far more mature than performing repro-
ucible and accurate quantification across a large number of
eplicate samples. In contemporary proteomics research, one aim
s to achieve quantification of a high portion of all expressed pro-
eins across different sample groups such as e.g. treated–control
amples, healthy–diseased conditions or drug sensitive–resistant
henotypes. The traditional method for this so-called differential

isplay experiment has been 2D gel-electrophoresis (2DE [1], for
eview see e.g. [2]). In extreme cases coverage using this method
an reach up to about 10,000 protein entities resolved in a single
el [3]. Quantification is based on the use of various protein staining

� This paper is part of the special issue “Quantitative Analysis of Biomarkers by
C–MS/MS”, J. Cummings, R.D. Unwin and T. Veenstra (Guest Editors).
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methods including fluorescent dyes that allow for standardization
across samples [4] or multiplexed analysis [5]. However, the method
is labor intensive and requires considerable skill both in sample
processing and data analysis. The analysis time for even a limited
sample set can easily be counted in weeks or even months.

Unlike in 2DE, protein quantification in mass spectrometry (MS)
analyses is often done by measuring peptide levels and from that
inferring protein abundance. Mass spectrometry-based quantifica-
tion is commonly done by relating analyte ion intensity to that
of a stable isotope labeled internal standard. Methods for abso-
lute protein quantification have been established such as AQUA [6],
QconCAT [7] as well as absolute SILAC (Stable-isotope labeling by
amino acids in cell culture) [8] and absolute iTRAQ (isobaric tag for
relative and absolute quantification) protocols [9] but for biomarker
discovery purposes relative quantification is often employed. Rel-
ative quantification approaches are often performed as differential

stable isotope labeling (coding) of each sample in a multiplexed
analysis. Such labeling can be either chemical (for review see e.g.
[10]), enzymatic [11] or metabolic [12]. The quantitative informa-
tion is obtained either from the full scan mass spectrum or the
fragment ion spectrum [13,14]. Drawbacks of stable isotope labeling

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/15700232
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chromb
mailto:Johan.Lengqvist@astrazeneca.com
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jchromb.2009.02.052
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pproaches include considerable expense and questions of labeling
fficiency. Further, depending on the method, the isotope coding
ill increase the complexity of the mass spectrum (effectively dou-

ly or triply depending on the degree of multiplexing). The iTRAQ
ethod is based on peptide fragmentation but precursor selection

nd peptide fragmentation on a chromatographic time-scale may
e subject to under-sampling [15].

Quantification approaches that do not use stable isotope label-
ng are sometimes referred to as “label-free” methods. For reviews
f label-free methods see e.g. [16,17]. Such methods include the
pectral counts [18] and EmPAI approaches [19]. These methods
o not derive quantitative information through integration of mass
pectral or chromatographic peak areas. Rather they are based on
omparing the number of occurrences of a peptide (or peptides)
f a given protein, either in the set of fragment ion spectra or
he number of peptides identified per protein. As with iTRAQ, for
ome methods quantitative information is linked to the peptide
ragmentation-database search process and thus suffer similar lim-
tations as outlined above.

Other label-free approaches attempt to directly correlate ion
ntensities across analyses and across samples and such a method
s presented herein. As the final separation step prior to mass spec-
rometry analysis is often on-line coupled liquid chromatography
LC), the output data can be represented by a three-dimensional
lot of m/z (mass), retention time and ion intensity. Many soft-
are packages include functions for visualization of data in this

ormat, e.g. MSight [20] and MZmine [21]. Data analysis (i.e. peak
icking, alignment and matching, differential display) can then be
erformed using tools based on image analysis. This is in analogy
ith analysis of 2D gel data and indeed some of the MS-software
ackages are based on 2D gel analysis software (MSight, Decyder
S). In recent years, many software solutions have been developed

o perform this type of differential display of LC–MS runs, each with
heir respective benefits. As these methods cover all peaks resolved
uring the LC–MS run, they give a more holistic view of the exper-

ment and can thus also be used to assess the experimental data
uality.

Lately significant improvements have occurred in LC instrumen-
ation with the advent commercial systems capable of operating
ressure in excess of 10,000 psi [22], small (<2 �m) particles and
arious column formats for rapid separations of biomolecules such
s monolithic columns and superficially porous particles capable
f very high peak capacities in peptide separations [23]. Such rapid
nd powerful separations have been widely adopted for the anal-
sis of small molecules [24] but less for peptide applications [25].
n terms of mass spectrometry instrumentation, scan rates have
ncreased to allow data collection on the timescale of rapid LC-
eparations. However, as pointed out in [26] using e.g. elevated
emperature separations peak times have a risk of becoming too
hort for accurate sampling using mass spectrometry.

The retention time is the parameter which is (most likely) sub-
ect to the largest fluctuations, a time alignment function is included
n the DeCyder MS 2.0 software used here. The aim of the time
lignment function is to tie all LC–MS runs in an experiment to a
ommon time scale. This is achieved in practice by aligning them
o one of the LC–MS runs selected to be the time alignment refer-
nce. The time alignment function works by comparing individual
pectra, merging or repeating them as necessary (similar to inserts
nd gaps in genomic sequence alignment). A dynamic program-
ing algorithm ensures that the best possible solution is found. The
ethod is working on individual spectra instead of blocks of spec-
ra. Given that the data is sufficiently oversampled, this method
s expected to work better with a combination of large shifts and
hort regions of high variability commonly seen in LC–MS data.
he advantage of using time alignment is that the time tolerance
or matching detected peptides between different LC–MS runs can
. B 877 (2009) 1306–1316 1307

be set tighter and in theory leading to fewer mismatches while at
the same time keeping the number of incorrectly missed matches
low. The effects of time alignment are investigated for UPLC– and
HPLC–MS datasets (ultra performance and high performance LC,
respectively).

The quality of the experimental data is a result of the combined
performance of the LC system, the LC–MS coupling and the mass
spectrometry instrumentation. For an electrospray interface, sen-
sitivity is dependent on liquid flow rate as shown by Wilm and
Mann [27]. However, although automated nanospray devices are
present [28,29] and show good spray stability, LC-systems and elec-
trospray interfaces operating at higher flow-rates (≥∼50 �L/min)
are generally more robust and easier to maintain (for a review
of common problems associated with maintaining nanoLC-system
see [30]). Further, rapid separations as discussed below are mainly
implemented using higher flow-rate systems. Although potentially
sacrificing ultimate sensitivity and requiring more sample mate-
rial, the trade-off may be beneficial in terms of robustness and
increased results validity based on improved statistics (higher
sample throughput). The present study aims to investigate the
applicability of ultra performance liquid chromatography time-of-
flight mass spectrometry (UPLC-TOF MS, ACQUITY with LCT Premier
XE, Waters Corp.) for discovery proteomics studies. Thus the terms
“UPLC” and “UPLC-TOF” in the following refers to that specific
LC–MS system.

In the current study technical variability in terms of reten-
tion time, mass accuracy and ion intensity is investigated for
UPLC-TOF analysis of highly complex cell lysate samples. The final
outcome of data collection, normalization and analysis is the quan-
titative changes observed between treated and control samples
in the differential display experiment. The degree of change that
can be accurately measured is addressed below. To our knowl-
edge, few applications of the UPLC-TOF system to biomarker
discovery research using complex whole cell digests have been
reported.

2. Experimental

2.1. Chemicals and reagents

The bovine serum albumin digest analyzed was obtained from
Waters (MassPrep protein digest standards, Waters Corp, Milford,
MA, USA). All solvents used for chromatographic separation and
mass spectrometry were of HPLC grade or better.

2.2. Sample preparation

Human HCT116 colon cancer cells were subjected to 8 Grey
ionizing radiation (IR sample) while control cells were mock-
exposed. Five hours post-IR, 10 × 106 cells were collected using
scraping without trypsination. Cells were lysed and one cytosolic
and one DNA-binding protein fraction prepared using the Qpro-
teome Nuclear Protein kit (QIAGEN Inc, Valencia, CA, USA). Protein
concentrations were determined (Bradford assay) using bovine
serum albumin (BSA) as the standard and 200 �g of protein was pre-
cipitated using acetone. To facilitate digestion, 0.2% of an acid labile
detergent (Rapigest, Waters Corp, Milford, MA, USA) was added and
reduction (dithiothreitol) and alkylation (iodoacetamide) was per-
formed as per the manufacturer’s instructions before incubation
with trypsin (Promega Sequencing grade, Promega Corp, Madison,
WI, USA) at 37 ◦C overnight.
Non-digested material was removed using 10 kDa molecular
weight cut-off spin filters (NanoSep 10 K, Omega membrane, Pall
Corp, East Hills, NY, USA) and samples were frozen at −20 ◦C until
analysis. Prior to analysis, the sample was diluted 20 times in
buffer A (2% acetonitrile, 0.2% formic acid) to a concentration of
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0.125 �g/�L and 10 �L was loaded on column (corresponding to
maximal theoretical loading of ∼1.25 �g).

For the HPLC dataset (sample denoted as CapLC) three pooled
ractions from an isoelectric focusing (IEF) separation (performed
s described in [31]) were analyzed in replicates (n = 5) using a
anoLC-quadrupole TOF instrument (CapLC XE, see below).

It should be observed that the whole cell digest analyzed by
PLC–MS was significantly more complex than the DNA-binding
rotein sample in the HPLC-analysis.

.3. LC–MS conditions

The instrument parameters used are described briefly below.
The CapLC sample was analyzed using a quadrupole time-of-

ight (QTOF) Ultima API instrument with the CapLC XE system both
rom Waters. This system is referred to hereafter interchangeably
s “CapLC”. Reversed phase separation parameters were initially 5%
(3 min) followed by a linear gradient from 5 to 28% B over 37 min

nd subsequently a ramp from 28 to 80% B over 5 min. After a hold
t 80% B for 7 min, and a ramping step down to 5% B over 1 min, the
ystem was re-equilibrated at 5% B for 10 min. The solvents were
A) 2% acetonitrile (HPLC grade S, Rathburn, Walkerburn, U.K.) in

illi-Q grade water with 0.1% formic acid and (B) 95% acetonitrile in
ater with 0.1% formic acid. The column used was an Atlantis dC18
anoEase column (75 �m × 150 mm, 3 �m particles, 300 Å, Waters
orp). The nanoelectrospray was achieved using Picotip spraying
ips (New Objective Inc, Woburn, MA, USA) and the flow rate deliv-
red to the electrospray interface was ∼300 nL/min. The mass range
as scanned from 400 to 1700 m/z.

For the UPLC analyses, an LCT-Premier instrument with the
CQUITY UPLC system (both from Waters) were used. The gradient
as much shorter than for the CapLC analyses. Specifically, initial

onditions were, 0% B followed by a linear gradient to 30% B over
5 min, a hold at 30% B for 1 min followed by a ramp to 95% B over
0 s. After a hold at 95% B for 1.5 min the system was ramped down
o 0% B over 6 s. The A and B solvents were 2% acetonitrile in Milli-Q
rade water with 0.2% formic acid and 97.5% acetonitrile in water
ith 0.2% formic acid, respectively. The flow rate was 200 �L/min.

he column was a 1.0 mm × 100 mm bridged ethane hybrid (BEH)
18 column with 1.7 �m particles. The column was maintained at
0 ◦C for the separation.

For the analyses, the electrospray interface was used fitted with
he standard stainless steel capillary. Interface parameters were
apillary voltage 3800 V, source temperature 130 ◦C and the des-
lvation gas temperature was 320 ◦C. The mass range scanned was
00–1800 m/z for the BSA standard and m/z 300–1500 for the cel-

ular protein digest samples.

.4. Import of raw data to the DeCyder MS software

The original raw data files from the two Waters LC–MS systems
ere converted to ASCII-files using the Databridge function of the
assLynx software package. These files were then imported (i.e.

onverted to the intensity map file format used by the DeCyder
S software suite version 2.0, GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden)

sing the DeCyder MS import tool. Raw data was imported without
ny cropping in either the time or m/z dimension using the default
arameter settings.

.5. Peak detection in the DeCyder MS software
In the following, parameter settings are given in the format they
re specified by the user in the DeCyder MS software.

Peak detection parameters were optimised to allow sensitive
etection with a low degree of erroneous peak assignment as deter-
ined empirically.
. B 877 (2009) 1306–1316

The peak detection parameters were set to allow charge states
as indicated in Figures and legends (unless otherwise indicated the
allowed charge states are 1+ to 10+). The only peak detection param-
eter that was changed between the CapLC and the UPLC systems
was the peak width (0.6 min for CapLC and 0.08 min for UPLC). In
all else the detection parameters were as stated below.

The “TOF resolution” parameter was set to 5500 as determined
empirically. The “advanced detection” parameters were optimised
to; “background model type”: uniform, “signal-to-background
detection threshold”: 5.0 with the background subtracted quan-
titation function enabled. Further, the “charge assignment from
two peaks” parameter set to “limited”. The “Charge state match-
ing” parameters were set to; “LC peak shape tolerance” 20%, m/z
shift tolerance 0.05 Da and “m/z shape tolerance” to 5%.

After detection, filtering was applied such that the following
detected peptides were removed; peptides below S/N 2.0 (also
peptides of unspecified charge below S/N 2.0) and overlapping pep-
tides. Further, the “Remove peptides with low quality LC peaks”
parameter was enabled and the “Spectrum vs. model tolerance”
was set to 15%.

2.6. Time alignment

Alignment of intensity maps was always performed using the
map holding the highest number of detected peptides as the ref-
erence. Time alignment was done using the default parameter
settings. Briefly, the “Max stretch/compress” parameter was set at
2 and “Max leader and trailer” at 10% with a “stretch/compress
penalty” of 0.10.

2.7. Peak matching

Matching of detected peptides across intensity maps was done
varying the time and m/z constraints as indicated in Figures and
legends using aligned or non-aligned retention times as indicated.
Otherwise the default settings were used in that the “Correct incon-
sistent charge states” was enabled and charge states were included
if present in at least two intensity maps. Further, unconfirmed pep-
tides were included (this is simply to allow the inclusion of detected
peptides that have not been manually confirmed as in this study
peak detections were not manually curated).

2.8. Data analysis

Each set of matched peptides (sample groups) were then
analyzed using Student’s t-test with or without applying a
normalization based on the measured intensity distribution (total-
ion-current, TIC-normalization) as indicated in Figures and legends.
The match results were then exported for as text-files for subse-
quent analyses. Graphs were created from images in the DeCyder
MS 2.0 software.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of bovine serum albumin digest

Although the ability of the DeCyder MS software to accurately
reflect quantitative changes in LC–MS data has been demonstrated
elsewhere [32], software performance was tested using a low com-
plexity sample. Therefore, a digest of bovine serum albumin was
analyzed with a 10 min gradient on the UPLC–MS system to assess

technical reproducibility. The dataset generated consisted of a dilu-
tion series over the concentration range 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 �g (each
point performed in triplicate).

The software can be set to consider only certain charge states
in the peak detection step. This allows the inclusion or exclusion of
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ig. 1. UPLC–MS analysis of a BSA digest. In (A) is shown the peak intensity map o
ntensity map after detection of 1–10+ species is shown in (B). In (C) is shown the i

iddle concentration (0.1 �g BSA injected, values for the 0.05 �g, 0.1 �g and 0.2 �g

ertain charge states (e.g. single chargers). Initially the [M+2H+]2+ to
M+10H+]10+ (hereafter “2−10+”) charge states were allowed in the
eak detection. Fig. 1A shows the intensity map from a UPLC–MS
un of the BSA digest (0.2 �g injected) in which 289 features (here-
fter referred to interchangeably as “peptides”) were detected. If
–10+ charge states were instead considered, 837 species were
etected (Fig. 1B), a near threefold increase. However, the major-

ty of additional peaks are found either in the injection front, in
he final wash phase or as low mass streaking phenomena (circled
sing solid lines in Fig. 1B). Thus these peaks most likely constitute
mix of singly charged low mass impurities. As tryptic peptides are
ften doubly charged in electrospray experiments, excluding singly
harged peaks increases the likelihood that only peptides are con-
idered in the analysis. Thus, based on the result for the BSA digest
nalysis (Fig. 1A and B) singly charged peaks are rightly excluded
rom analysis. However, excluding 1+ charge states was not fully
ppropriate for more complex peptide mixtures as information
ay be lost for peptides occurring as single chargers as discussed

elow.

For the BSA digests, on average 84.7, 198 and 281.3 peptides were

etected after injection of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 �g, respectively (2–10+
etection, std dev 4.2%, Table 1). This indicates that the UPLC-TOF
S instrument has very high precision in terms of the total num-

er of peptides detected for a low complexity peptide mixture.

able 1
ilution series of BSA digest analyzed using a 10 min gradient on a UPLC–MS instrument.
ata. Each concentration was run in triplicate.

mount (�g) Peptides detected (average) Std. dev. Matched to 3/3 ru

.05 84.7 2.1 (2.5%) 64 (76%)

.1 198.0 8.3 (4.2%) 126 (63%)

.2 281.3 6.1 (2.2%) 206 (73%)
injection of 0.2 �g of BSA digest after detection of 2–10+ charged peaks. The same
ensities for all peaks matched to all nine runs. Values are shown normalized to the
dicated by black squares, grey diamonds and black triangles, respectively).

As expected, the number of peptides observed increased with the
amount of BSA digest injected.

Further, it was evident that the bulk of detected peptides
could be matched across runs with high reproducibility. Out of all
detected peaks, 63–75% could be matched to 3/3 replicates and
90–94% to ≥2/3 runs (Table 1).

Further, the BSA dilution series experiment was analyzed for
quantitative reproducibility. The coefficient of variation (CV) of ion
intensity was calculated for all peaks matched to ≥2/3 runs at each
concentration. A very high portion of the matched peptides were
measured with high quantitative accuracy. For the 0.05 �g injec-
tions, 68.4% of all peptides matched (to ≥2/3 runs) showed ion
intensity CVs <5%. For the 0.1 and 0.2 �g injections, the numbers
were 69.4% and 82.5%, respectively (Table 1). Indeed 93.4, 93.0 and
92.2% of the peptides had CVs <10% indicating a very high degree
of quantitative precision. The results are shown after normaliza-
tion based on the total ion current (TIC) across replicates at each
concentration level. The change in the number of peptides with ion
intensity CVs <5% was small (at most 3.6%) between normalized

and non-normalized BSA data (data not shown). Notably, the nor-
malization step was not in all cases reducing the CVs measured. In
terms of dynamic range, ion intensities recorded ranged from ∼10
to 4500, effectively covering about 2.5 orders of magnitude (data
not shown).

Peak matching parameters were 0.5 min and 0.05 Da windows using time-aligned

ns Matched to ≥2/3 runs CV <5% (intensity) CV <10% (intensity)

76 (90%) 68.4% 93.4%
186 (94%) 69.4% 93.0%
262 (93%) 74.0% 92.2%
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For differential display, features have to be matched (and nor-
alized) not just across technical replicates but also across different

xperimental conditions (e.g. sample/control runs). The BSA data
et includes three replicates at three different concentrations giv-
ng a total of nine runs to be matched and normalized. After time
lignment and matching as above, 60 peptides could be matched to
ll 9 runs. This is close to the number of peptides (64) matched to
ll runs at the lowest concentration (0.05 �g). An additional 61 pep-
ides could be matched to ≥6/9 runs. The sum (60 + 61 = 121) is very
lose to the number matched to all runs for the 0.1 �g injections
126 peptides, Table 1). This shows that alignment and matching
s satisfactory also when performed across different concentration
evels in the face of varying number of total detected peptides.

For the 0.05 �g injections, 76 peptide features matched to ≥2/3
uns. Among these, 35 match the masses of theoretical tryptic
SA peptides (1 missed cleavage site allowed) corresponding to a
equence coverage of 57%. For the 0.1 �g and 0.2 �g injections, the
umbers of matched theoretical BSA peptides increase to 47 and 54,
espectively, bringing sequence coverage to 75.4 and finally 86.2%.
t should be remembered that peptide assignments are based on
orrespondence in mass only as no fragmentation data was avail-
ble from the UPLC-TOF system. However, except for two cases, all
eptides assigned at lower concentration levels were also found
t higher concentration. This indicates a high degree of correct
eptide assignments. One additional peak (m/z 1024.60) is tenta-
ively assigned as the Na2+-adduct of a BSA peptide observed at m/z
002.61 (LVVSTQTALA, theoretical m/z 1002.58) due to the observed
22 Da mass difference and identical retention times of the two
eaks (4.29 min, data not shown).

In Fig. 1C is shown the average ion intensities for the 60 pep-
ides detected and matched across all 3 different concentrations

0.05 �g peaks are indicated by black squares, 0.1 �g by grey dia-

onds and 0.2 �g by black triangles (Fig. 1C)). In the graph, ion
ntensity values are plotted against peptide mass. Intensities are
hown as average values normalized to the 0.1 �g intensities (these
alues are thus all equal to 1, Fig. 1C). It appears that peaks in the

able 2
he number of peptides detected using different detection settings. In (A) results are give

1–10+ 2–10+

ample Detected Mean Std. dev. Detected Me

A) UPLC samples
lank 01 846 12

R 8472 33 7
1 a 8524 (100%) (0.4%) 7807 (91
1 b 8483 7804
1 c 8446 7727
1 d 8442 7723
1 e 8465 7732

lank 02 608 19

trl 7972 29 7
2 a 7971 (100%) (0.4%) 7298 (90
2 b 8021 7245
2 c 7996 7268
2 d 7944 7236
2 e 7926 7176

lank 03 654 13

B) CapLC 4350 152 3
1 a 4604 (100%) (3.5%) 3817 (81
1 b 4379 3609
1 c 4378 3576
1 d 4182 3419
1 e 4205 3381

lank a 1340 167
lank b 1271 124
lank c 1161 134
. B 877 (2009) 1306–1316

mass range 800–1200 Da approximately double in intensity with
each increase in amount loaded (Fig. 1C). However, at higher mass,
responses tend to increase disproportionately at the 0.2 �g level,
the reason for which is unclear.

In conclusion, UPLC–MS-based analyses of low complexity
peptide mixtures show very high qualitative and quantitative
reproducibility. In the concentration range tested, a linear cor-
relation between ion intensity and peptide concentration was
observed.

3.2. Peak detection for total cellular tryptic digests

To assess performance of the UPLC–MS system for a highly
complex sample, tryptic digests of total cytoplasmic protein from
human HCT116 colon cancer cells were analyzed. The total gra-
dient time used was just 17 min for this complex sample. As the
aim was to investigate performance in a differential display type of
experiment, one irradiated sample (“IR” sample) and one control
sample (“Ctrl”/“control”) were analyzed with five repeat injections
per sample.

The number of peptides detected in each run is given in Table 2A
for different detection settings as indicated. For 1–10+ detection,
on average 8472 (std dev: 33 or 0.4%) and 7972 peptides (std dev:
27, 0.4%) were observed in IR and control replicates, respectively
(Table 2A). Detection of 2–10+ charged species gave on average 7759
and 7245 peptides (Table 2A). The low decrease in the total number
of features detected (∼10%) indicates that the majority of peptides
are detected as 2+ charge states or higher. The low standard devi-
ations for the number of peptides detected (<1.5%) indicate high
reproducibility of sample loading, separation and MS detection.

Blank runs were included in order to assess the degree of carry-

over (Table 2A, the position in the table indicate the run order of the
blanks and samples). In the blank runs 12, 19 and 13 peptides were
observed (2–10+ detection), indicating a minimal degree of carry-
over (<0.26%). However, 842, 597 and 649 singly charged species
were detected (detection of 1+ charge states only, average 696, std

n for the UPLC samples and in (B) for the CapLC instrument.

1+

an Std. dev. Detected Mean Std. dev.

842

759 38 3062 46
.6%) (0.5%) 3129 (36.1%) (1.5%)

3080
3082
3011
3009

597

245 40 2781 24
.9%) (0.6%) 2793 (34.9%) (0.9%)

2771
2820
2768
2751

649

560 155 2391 83
.8%) (4.4%) 2498 (55.0%) (3.5%)

2393
2467
2293
2303

1067
1207
1165
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ig. 2. One-third of the peptide population is present also as single chargers. LC–MS
ndicate a detected peak (1+ only detection).

ev: 105). This finding would support the notion of excluding singly
harged species from the analysis.

As shown the increase in the number of detected peptides is
nly ∼10% for 1–10+ detection compared to 2–10+ detection. How-
ver, the situation is more complex than at first apparent. In the IR
nd control sample runs, on average 3062 and 2781 singly charged
pecies are detected (36.1 and 34.9% of the total number detected
espectively, 1+ only detection). Thus a substantial portion of the
eptide population exists also as single charges. A representative
etection workspace for 1+ only detection is shown in Fig. 2A
or the control sample. The detected single chargers show a chro-
atographic behaviour typical of peptides rather than background
eaks, i.e. an even distribution over retention time space and an

ncrease in mass with increased retention time (Fig. 2A, compare to
ig. 2B showing a blank run). So, a substantial amount of potentially
seful quantitative information will be missed if singly charged

ig. 3. Efficiency of time-alignment for two different LC–MS instruments. In (A) and (B) a
espectively. Further (in C and D) are shown the number of peaks matched as a function o
ith time alignment (filled black squares) for the HPLC–MS (C) or UPLC–MS instrument

han in (C) and that the total separation time in (D) is only 17 min compared to 65 min in
intensity maps of one HCT control sample run (A) and one blank run (B). The boxes

species are excluded. Based on these results, 1–10+ detection was
used in subsequent analyses.

3.3. Retention time alignment and peak matching

After detection, peaks in each run have to be matched to the
corresponding peaks (if present) in other runs. Matching is done
using retention time and mass windows either with or without
applying time alignment algorithms to correct for retention time
shifts. Of the two dimensions in an LC–MS experiment retention
time often shows the largest variation while the mass scale is rel-

atively stable. For the TOF-based electrospray instruments used in
the current study, mass deviations were <0.02 Da (c.f. Fig. 3A and B,
peptides matched to 5/5 replicates are shown).

Relatively minor retention time shifts were observed for the
UPLC system (Fig. 3C). To challenge the time alignment algorithm

re shown histograms of the mass accuracy for the HPLC and UPLC–MS instruments,
f the “time window” allowed in matching without (filled light grey diamonds) and
(D). It should be noted that the peptide digest analyzed in (D) is far more complex
(C).
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Table 3
Number of peptides matched in the presence or absence of time-alignment for each sample and LC–MS system. Matching conditions were as indicated.

Sample Detected (mean) Matched (−align) Matched (+align) Matched (−align) Matched (+align)

# of replicates 5/5 5/5 3/5 3/5
Matching conditions 0.075 min, 0.05 Da 0.075 min, 0.05 Da 0.075 min, 0.05 Da 0.075 min, 0.05 Da
IR (n = 5) 8472 4924 (58%) 4933 (58%) 7599 (90%) 7600 (90%)
Ctrl (n = 5) 7972 4601 (58%) 4604 (58%) 7148 (90%) 7154 (90%)
# of replicates 10/10 10/10 ≥3/5 + ≥3/5 ≥3/5 + ≥3/5
IR + Ctrl (n = 10) 8222 3776 (47%) 3776 (47%) 5848 (73%) 5848 (73%)
M
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atching conditions 0.25 min, 0.05 Da
of replicates 5/5

apLC (n = 5) 4350 1012 (23%)

f the DeCyder MS 2.0 software, data generated on an HPLC-type
ystem was included for analysis (CapLC-QTOF system, technical
eplicates analysis of one sample, n = 5). The CapLC sample was pre-
ared by pooling three neighbouring fractions from a peptide IEF
eparation of a complex tryptic digest from a DNA-binding protein
raction. The number of peptides detected for this sample with the
apLC system is given in Table 2B similar to Table 2A for the UPLC
nalyses. As shown, standard deviations for the total number of
eptides detected are higher for the CapLC system.

The number of peptides matched to all replicates as a function
f the width of the time window used is plotted in Fig. 3C and D
CapLC and UPLC samples, respectively). A mass window of 0.05 Da
as chosen for matching as the bulk of the peptide populations had

tandard deviations <0.02 Da (Fig. 3A and B). As the time window
as decreased the number of matched peptides decreased (Fig. 3C).

he left-hand curve in Fig. 3C depicts the retention time accu-
acy of the CapLC instrument (the numbers of matched peptides
n the absence of time alignment is indicated by filled light grey
iamonds). About half of the peptides were still matched at a win-
ow of 0.3 min, giving a crude estimate of retention time accuracy.
his indicated a need for some form of alignment of the time axis
cross multiple runs. In peptide separations, retention time shifts
ay be complex and non-linear [33]. Non-linear shifts were present

n the CapLC dataset and were readily observed when comparing
eplicate LC–MS peak intensity maps (not shown).

To compensate for retention time shifts, a time alignment func-
ion based on time-warping has been included in DeCyder MS 2.0
oftware. In Fig. 3C and D are shown the number of peaks matched
efore and after alignment (filled black squares for CapLC and
PLC systems, Fig. 3C and D). The right shift of the curve (Fig. 3C)

hows that a higher number of peptides are matched for smaller
ime windows indicating successful alignment. A minor improve-

ent is seen for the UPLC data, but is hard to be distinguished
rom the curve for the non-aligned situation (Fig. 3D). Thus the
ime-alignment function reduces retention time variation which
ncreases the number of peptides matched across replicates, which
s especially apparent in the HPLC dataset (c.f. Fig. 3C and D).

Based on the results shown in Fig. 3C and D, time windows for
atching were selected to be as small as possible while retaining a

igh number of matched peptides. Time windows of 0.25 min and
.075 min were chosen for CapLC and UPLC, respectively and used

n subsequent experiments. In Table 3 are shown the numbers of
eptides matched across runs for different matching conditions and
amples, with and without time alignment as indicated.

The CapLC system showed lower numbers of matched peptides
nd here time alignment can effectively increase the number of
atched peptides. Only 23% of all detected peptides were matched
ithout alignment (CapLC, Table 3). After time alignment, this
ffectively doubled to 44% matched. For the less strict criteria
≥3/5), the numbers were 85.6 and 88.3% before and after align-

ent.
For the UPLC replicates, about 58% of all detected peptides could

e matched to all replicates and about 90% to ≥3/5 runs (Table 3).
0.25 min, 0.05 Da 0.25 min, 0.05 Da 0.25 min, 0.05 Da
5/5 ≥3/5 ≥3/5
1903 (44%) 3725 (86%) 3842 (88%)

For the UPLC dataset, time alignment provided only minor improve-
ments (Fig. 3C and Table 3).

In the UPLC dataset matching has to be done of all IR and control
replicates (n = 5 + 5) for the differential display experiment. In this
setting, only 47% of all peptides could be matched to 10/10 runs
(3776 out of 7972 peptides, i.e. the average number detected in the
ctrl replicate set). However, for the less strict matching (tolerances
≥3/5 runs in IR and ≥3/5 runs in the control) 5848 peptides (73%)
were detected and matched (Table 3).

In conclusion, the time alignment function allows matching an
increased number of peptides both across replicates and across
samples for data sets where retention time fluctuations are present.
For UPLC–MS data however, these improvements are only minor,
indicating a very high retention time precision.

3.4. Quantitative variation

In addition to simply comparing the number of peptides
matched across runs, the quality of the quantitative result is highly
important. When coefficient of variation (CV, relative standard
deviation) was calculated for the CapLC sample, the bulk population
of peptides matched to all runs show CVs <40% (Fig. 4A, histogram
plots of intensity CVs in the absence of TIC normalization “−”).
For the UPLC–MS system the variation is considerably lower with
bulk CVs <10% (IR sample, Fig. 4B). This indicates a high degree of
reproducibility for the UPLC–MS system in the absence of intensity
normalization.

A common way of normalizing intensities between runs is to use
the total measured ion intensity (total ion current, TIC). If TIC-based
normalization is applied, a significant improvement is observed
for the CapLC data with bulk populations CVs <20% (Fig. 4C). An
improvement is observed also for the UPLC system, not as a shift
of the whole population, but rather as an increase in the number
of peptides having the lowest CVs (0–1.67%) from ∼950 to ∼1300
(c.f. the left-hand most columns in Fig. 4B and D). As expected, TIC-
based normalization can decrease quantitative variation between
replicates LC–MS analyses.

3.5. Differential display

The goal of many proteomics approaches is to measure and com-
pare peptide/protein levels across different conditions and samples
in a global manner. For differential display experiments, peptide
peak intensities have to be accurately measured across LC–MS runs
and compared across samples and cohorts.

One often used measure of statistical significance between pop-
ulations is calculating the p-value (performed using Student’s t-test
in the DeCyder MS 2.0 software). To test the relevance of the p-value

for a given dataset the p-value distribution can be plotted (shown
in the histogram plots in Fig. 5). The UPLC data set has five tech-
nical replicates per sample. This allows “mock comparison” within
replicate groups (i.e. comparing 2 + 3 IR and 2 + 3 control replicates)
in addition to comparisons across sample and control groups. His-
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ig. 4. Quantitative reproducibility in HPLC and UPLC-generated data. Histogram p
nd one UPLC sample (B and D). Plots are without (A and B) with TIC-normalization

ogram plots of the p-value distributions are shown in Fig. 5 in the
resence or absence of TIC-based normalization. In each plot, the

eft-hand most columns correspond to p-values <0.033, the next to
-values from 0.0331 to 0.066 and so on. The plots show that for the
omparison within replicate groups, ∼110–290 peptides (1.4–3.4%)
ave p-values below 0.033 (Fig. 5A and B).

The slightly skewed p-value distribution in Fig. 5B compared to
A (almost 300 peptides have p-values <0.033) indicates that the

R replicates are less homogenous than the control replicates. As
an be observed, the differences decrease when TIC-normalization
s applied (Fig. 5B). In Fig. 5C is shown the comparison of the
ull dataset and is clear that statistically significant differences are
bserved for a high portion of the peptide population. Based on
on-normalized ion intensities, 3697 peptides have p-values <0.05.
hen TIC-normalization is applied, the number of peptides with p-

alues <0.05 drop to 3010 (Fig. 5C). Thus about 50% of all detected
eptides are flagged as significantly changed. It should be empha-
ized that this is only an analysis of a single treated and control
ample. In such a setting, distinguishing sample load variability
rom intervention induced (biological) changes is not feasible.

.6. The degree of change detectable using UPLC-TOF MS for total
ellular digests

As shown above reproducibility in terms of peptide detection
nd quantitation is high when using UPLC-TOF-MS system for com-
lex proteomic samples.

We then aimed to investigate what magnitude of change could
e accurately measured with high statistical significance in a differ-
ntial display experiment. To determine the experimental dynamic
ange of the system, ion intensities for all peptides matched to
/10 runs in the differential display experiment were plotted on
logarithmic scale (Fig. 5D). The bulk population spanned a range
f ∼1.9 orders of magnitude from ∼25 to 1000 (indicated by the
rrowheads). The quantitative difference between the IR and con-

rol sample was plotted for each peptide as a function of p-value
Fig. 5E, the x-axis is on a logarithmic scale). On the y-axis, the
uantitative difference for each peptide is plotted as a percentage of
he total experimental dynamic range (i.e. the difference between
he lowest and the highest peak intensity recorded, ∼1.5 orders of
the ion intensity CVs (n = 5) for the LC–MS analysis of the CapLC sample (A and C)
d D) as indicated by “−” and “+”, respectively.

magnitude). For clarity, different p-value intervals are indicated by
grey triangles (p > 0.5), black squares (p < 0.001) and intermediate
p-values are indicated by grey circles (Fig. 5D). It is immediately evi-
dent that the distribution is not centered around zero. This indicates
a systematic error, most likely corresponding to unequal protein
concentrations between the two samples. The dotted lines (+4.16
and −2.5% change) have been added to indicate possible cut-off
levels. Given the dynamic range of the experiment, a 5%-change
corresponds to a twofold increase as indicated (Fig. 5E).

3.7. The presence/absence situation

Potentially the most interesting biomarker candidates are
peptides (proteins) that are regulated in an on/off fashion. To
investigate the presence/absence situation, the UPLC dataset was
analyzed for features detected in ≥3/5 runs among either IR or con-
trol replicates but which did not occur in the other set. This gave a
total of 675 and 452 peptides detected uniquely in IR and control
sample, respectively. Peptides regulated in an on/off fashion were
observed to be distributed throughout the m/z and time space (data
not shown).

4. Discussion

Discovery proteomics should in theory be completely non-
biased and cover the entire proteome. However, reproducible
repeated sampling of a large number of proteins across many
samples is still challenging, effectively limiting study cohorts. Con-
tributing factors include the extensive fractionation required to
obtain depth of analysis and a degree of randomness in sampling
using e.g. data-dependent LC–MS/MS data-acquisition

In this study, we aimed to investigate the qualitative perfor-
mance of UPLC-TOF for analysis of complex protein digests using
a 1.0 mm inner diameter column. The resolving power proved to
be very high with about 8000 peptides resolved using a gradient

cycle time of only 17 min. Further, replicate analyses of total cel-
lular protein digests demonstrated low standard deviations, low
ion intensity CVs and low carryover. Together, this underscores
the stable performance and power of the analysis, i.e. the com-
bined performance of the LC-system and the electrospray ionization
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Fig. 5. Measuring statistical significance in a differential display experiment. Histograms of the p-value distribution are shown for the comparison within replicates (A) and
(B) as well as between treated and control sample (C). The bins in the histograms correspond to 0.033 units (A and B) and 0.05 units (C). Plots are in the presence and absence
o rentia
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f TIC-normalization as indicated. (D) shows the dynamic range covered in the diffe
000 for clarity. In (D) are plotted the observed difference for each peptide detected i
f the experimental dynamic range on the x-axis. P-values >0.05 are indicated by op
alues are shown as light grey circles.

nterface. Raw data quality was sufficient that neither normaliza-
ion (using TIC) nor retention time alignment provided any major
enefits for peak matching or quantitative accuracy.

The current study also illustrates the necessity of replicate anal-
sis for highest coverage. As shown, only about 60% of all detected
eatures in a replicate analysis set (n = 5) could be matched to all
uns. However, 90% were able to be matched to at least 3/5 repli-
ates. Including technical replicates further increases the demand
n throughput. The time-frame of analysis shown here (17 min)
s far more suited to high throughput (in the face of large sam-
le cohorts or extensive fractionation efforts) than the >60 min
eparations more commonly seen in proteomic analyses. It should
e remembered that in the analysis of less complex (fractionated)
amples, gradient times may possibly be shortened significantly.

Recently Zubarev and Mann highlighted the benefit of reporting
he mass accuracy obtained in the LC–MS/MS experiment (i.e. in the
rotein identification result list) rather than giving general figures
f merit e.g. for a certain instrument type [34]. There is no reason

hy a similar approach should not be applicable to the reporting of

uantitative proteomic information as well. This could for instance
nclude specifying the dynamic range covered in a quantitative pro-
eomics experiment or the observed experimental variability in
uantitative data. In the present study, quantitative variability of
l display experiment (∼1.9 orders of magnitude) with the ion intensities of 25 and
0 runs as a function of the associated p-value. Differences are shown as percentages
-filled grey triangles and p-values <0.001 are shown by black squares. Intermediate

the raw data is described and accuracy is related to the experimental
dynamic range.

Another aspect which is essential for the final result is sample
pre-treatment (for in-depth discussion see e.g. [35]). In the present
study, total cellular protein was digested with trypsin in the pres-
ence off acid-labile surfactant for denaturing protein structure to
aid digestion. Further, the digest was cleared using a molecular-
weight cut-off filter (10 kDa) to remove non-digested protein as well
as the proteolytic enzyme before sample injection. These precau-
tions were included in the workflow as, for larger studies, care must
be taken to maintain column performance over multiple injections.
As indicated by the results, five replicate injections (back-to-back,
no blank injections interspaced) were possible with no drastic
effects on separation performance.

One aspect of the proteomics workflow which has under-
gone drastic improvement in recent years is peptide fractionation.
Emerging separation methods using isoelectric focusing offer sev-
eral major benefits which should be considered in the context of

the present study. First of all, they offer high resolution and are
capable of highly reproducible separations. Second, they can toler-
ate high sample loads which will help to overcome any sensitivity
issues of the final analysis. In the present study, ∼1 �g of protein
digest was loaded on column. To obtain such quantities in individ-
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al IEF fractions, requires loading in the range of 400 �g to 1 mg
sing the method as presented in [36]. IEF separation is also com-
atible with both label-free (as demonstrated herein for the CapLC
ample analysis) and stable isotope methods of quantitation [31].
inally, great depth of proteome analysis can be achieved especially
ogether with protein-level fractionation [36,37].

However, one potential problem with using pre-fractionation is
he matching of fractions across multiple samples. For the UPLC-TOF
nd any other LC-based analysis, it is highly beneficial for optimal
etention time accuracy if all samples injected are overall simi-
ar. This is something that speaks for analyzing non-fractionated
amples. However, gas-phase fractionation methods such as the
on-mobility separation method discussed below can be introduced
o the mass spectrometer source region. This approach can cir-
umvent the problem of matching fractions. For traditional off-line
eptide fractionation, peptide IEF has several advantages over other
ethods. It allows the inclusion of fluorescent isoelectric point (pI)-
arkers to aid matching fractions across experiments [38,39] and

dds the experimental peptide pI information of each identified
eptide. Indeed Cargile and co-workers have shown the utility of
eptide pI in combination with accurate mass alone and tandem
S-based approaches [40].
The present study is performed on an instrument lacking MS/MS

apability. Thus potential biomarker peptides cannot be directly
dentified. The most straightforward approach may be to analyze
he sample on another (MS/MS) instrument with the peptide of
nterest targeted based on its’ determined mass. Additionally, the
PLC system can be used to collect fractions which may alleviate

he need for LC–MS/MS analysis as the fractions could be analyzed
irectly (e.g. on a MALDI TOF/TOF system).

However, an alternate instrument may not always be available.
n such a case, an approach similar to the “LC–MSE”-method [41]

ay be applicable. First of all the gradient should be prolonged and
erhaps extended to longer columns such that base-line separation
f the peptide of interest may be achieved. Then an alternating scan
ethod (high versus low cone voltage) should be set-up to attempt

ource fragmentation of the peptide of interest. Fragments observed
an then be correlated with the elution profile of the peptide of
nterest. At least in theory, peptide sequencing may be attempted
rom such data, especially if blank runs have been included to allow
emoval of contaminant (fragment) ions.

Targeted proteomics approaches including multiple-reaction-
onitoring (MRM) are currently gaining interest and can be seen

s an attempt to address the issue of reproducible high throughput
nalysis of the proteome (for review see e.g. [42]). The here used
ethod demonstrating retention time robustness and quantitative

ccuracy can be seen as one way to perform directed proteomics
nalyses with large patient cohorts. Additionally, the performance
f the LC-method would justify combination with triple quadrupole
ass spectrometry for robust targeted MRM-based proteomics.
Today much interest is directed towards the use of top-range

ass spectrometry instrumentation capable of ultimate resolu-
ion and optimal mass accuracy. However, one limitation of such
nstruments is high acquirement cost. Another viable approach
o proteome investigation is development of robust workflows
mploying powerful orthogonal separation methods together with
argeted analysis.

This approach ensures depth of analysis in combination with
inimizing the degree of missing values in larger sample sets.

he need for the highest mass accuracy may be reduced for lower
omplexity (pre-fractionated) samples especially with the power-

ul reversed-phase separation and retention time accuracy shown
ere. Further, high-flow rate LC–MS systems offer robust quan-
itation as shown here in combination with high throughput.
oth triple quadrupole and QTOF instruments are readily compat-

ble with conventional electrospray flow-rates. Triple quadrupoles
[
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have excellent dynamic range and modern QTOF-instruments are
continuously improving in terms of dynamic range and mass
accuracy.

However, instead of triple quadrupoles and QTOF-instruments,
many laboratories employ ion-trap based instruments. As these
instruments have a finite capacity (ion filling of the trap) the
dynamic range may be affected, especially for high complexity
samples with a wide peptide concentration range. Thus low abun-
dance ions may be inaccurately measured if they co-elute with
high abundance peptides. Another problem with such systems is
that space-charge effects may reduce mass accuracy as the trap is
approaching saturation. Recently, one approach to overcome these
limitations was published by Canterbury and co-workers for a (lin-
ear) ion trap [43]. The method described is based on including
an ion-mobility (High-Field Asymmetric Waveform Ion Mobility
Spectrometry, FAIMS) device as pre-fractionation step intermedi-
ate between the electrospray interface and the mass analyzer. The
authors could demonstrate an improved dynamic range of analysis
(>5-fold increase) and increased peak capacity (>8-fold) for a high-
complexity sample (a yeast full proteome digest). Importantly, this
was achieved on a chromatographic time scale where the average
peak width was 0.47 min. The FAIMS separation consisted of five
steps with each step requiring 100 ms and thus the total cycle was
0.5 s. In the present study peak times of ∼12 s where observed. Such
a peak time would then give 24 data-points across a peak which
would allow the use of a FAIMS approach to increase dynamic range
on trap instruments. However, the quantitative accuracy of such an
approach remains to be determined.

5. Conclusions

With the continued mapping of the human proteome, fast and
reproducible approaches will become increasingly important to
gain knowledge on dynamic changes in biological systems. Here
studied approaches using UPLC–MS allow increased throughput,
which is important e.g. in clinical proteomics efforts where natural
biological variability is high. Over time LC–MS instrumentation has
become increasingly automated and user-friendly. Thus robust and
powerful separation and analyses are becoming increasingly avail-
able for addressing scientific problems. The development and use
of automated systems for robust discovery proteomics in connec-
tion with current developments on multiplexed targeted protein
quantification using MRM pose an important area of further inves-
tigation.
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